UMRCC Fish Technical Session
Fall Meeting
Date: October 29, 2021
Time: 9AM-12:30PM
Location: Virtual Only (~53 attendees participated)
WebEx: https://illinois.webex.com/meet/rebekah.anderson
Join by phone:
+1-312-535-8110 United States Toll (Chicago)
+1-415-655-0002 US Toll
Access code: 807 223 425
Agenda:
9:00 Greetings and UMRCC Coordinator Report—Neal Jackson
• Treasurer transition accomplished: Thanks to Adam Thiese. Handing the reigns over to Levi Solomon.
Still transitioning between two bank accounts.
• OREIT has been working hard reviewing and considering/selecting a vendor for the website. Website
committee has made a selection. Move quickly, next week decision to the board.
• Gathering content for the new website. Rebekah Anderson: What is the timing of getting the website up
and running? Neal Jackson: Work with vendors on timelines for gathering content for the website.
Timelines can be challenging. Vendors flexible. OREIT communicated to target a launch date around
the annual meeting in March. Contract set. Neal will reach out. Within the next month.
• Asking for stories for the newsletter.
• Procedural reminder: 5 state reps on each tech session. Remember who that is when making decisions.
Jordan Weeks, WI; Nick Schlesser, MN; Scott Gritters, IA; Travis Moore, MO; Rebekah Anderson, IL.
• UMRBA asking to partner with UMRCC. Ecological Trends Report. Status and Trends, How clean is the
river? America’s Watershed Report card. Received funding to hire a communications specialist.
9:10 Yellow Perch (Perca flavescens) Habitat Use in the Upper Mississippi River—Ryan Hupfeld (IA DNR)
Reach out to Ryan for presentation information (ryan.hupfeld@dnr.iowa.gov)
Dave Potter: Lotic & Lentic models from 1983. Models to quantify benefits of HREPs. Does your data line up
with the model?
Ryan: Looked at the bluegill model as a reference. Need more data and more years. Sample size too small.
Nick Schlesser: Expand tagging locations? We run into that with Pepin Studies. Were not able to identify if
there was a draw from all over the pool.
Ryan: Yes. Valuable to tag in multiple pool locations
9:30 Spring Lake HREP, Pool 5, Post Project Fisheries Response and Observations on Potential Impacts of
Dissolved Oxygen Super Saturation —Jeff Janvrin (WI DNR)
Reach out to Jeff Janvrin for presentation information (jeff.janvrin@wisconsin.gov)
Neal Jackson: Change in discharge over the last several years. Is this leading to a different consideration for
HREP design, if discharge is higher on average?
Jeff: Discharge has influence on CPUE of BLGL and LMBS at McCartney HREP. Can be used to approach
from a complex. Depth of OW site. Deeper water will still stratify broader water column. Don’t have to build
barrier islands. Can keep within the flood impact zone, but have to go deeper so they have that refugia.
Karen Hagerty: Aquatic Veg. Curlyleaf pondweed, super saturation. Did you see a lot of curlyleaf in Spring
Lake. Answer: No

Jeff: YOY veg cover. When it gets to winter, plants stay green w/o heavy snowfall. Wonderful in summer. Bad in
winter, end up with supersaturation and kill off year classes because they are sensitive to it. Yellow perch
responded fantastically. Appear to be performing equally in upper and lower sites.
Karen: Lower sites more flow. Super saturation there? Jeff: John’s transect did not include that area.
9:50 Break
10:00 2022 UMRCC Annual Meeting Update—Travis Moore (MDC)
Travis: MO is host of Annual Meeting in Cape G. In conjunction with LMRCC. Blended agendas. March 22-24.
Drury Inn & Suites. Tech sessions meeting on Mar 22. General Sessions Mar 22-23. Business meeting on Mar
24th. Mussel Coordination will not meet on Monday. Lower River have fisheries and wq tech sessions. Remote
attendance option. Considering what is available. Transferring virtual platforms to the next state. Matt Vitello.
Remote options may be the same as in person cost. Registration information soon. Early Dec or ASAP so folks
can get their schedules set.
Neal: Requests for tech session agendas early. Chairs get agendas soon.
10:20 Upper Mississippi River Asian Carp Team (UMRACT) Update—Rebecca Neeley
See attached.
10:30 FTS Discussion Points & Updates:
• Bowfishing Letter
The state reps along with Brenda Kelly WTS chairperson held a meeting in May to discuss next steps on the
bowfishing letter.We were unable to come to a consensus on how to move forward with the letter. The state
reps agreed to table the letter and report it as such in the meeting minutes. In the future we can pick it back
up again. Support for the bowfishing letter included concerns related to native non-game fishes that are
T&E and can be easily misidentified while bowfishing. A solution to this was drafting a press release (which
we have not yet initiated) which would include educational tips on how to correctly identify native T&E
species. Other states mentioned they don’t have issues with bowfishermen. There will likely be backlash
from the bowfishing community if the contents of the letter remain as is. I did give an update to the TWS at
the Spring Meeting. There were lengthy discussions about the letter at that meeting, regarding concerns
related to wildlife disturbance. Something we chatted about at the meeting in May with the state reps and
Brenda was to give the letter over to TWS to draft. Overall, I think its going to be difficult at this point in
time to push a UMRCC letter forward when the issues are not broadly felt among the states. Another topic
at our May meeting was that Dennis Sarnecchia has reached out to all the states, asking for support to
author a paper to change how states classify sportfish to help monitor and manage non-game species. There
were some caveats within that paper that state reps were split on supporting/not supporting. Joe McMullen
with LMRCC reached out to Neal and I in August asking for an update on the bowfishing letter he could
share at the LMRCC meeting the end of August. He mentioned that bowfishing management would be a
topic of discussion at that meeting, and I think was hoping to join forces. Unfortunately I was unable to
attend that meeting, so I’m not sure what the end result of their discussions were. But I did provide a written
update on where UMRCC stood that he shared with the group at that meeting. Joe mentioned he would like
this to be an agenda item for the joint UMRCC/LMRCC Spring meeting.
Neal: Progress to make on this topic if we focus on concern for the resource. We can make headway.
• Creel Survey (See attached slide)
The creel committee last met May 14th. We were able to define clear goals and objectives for a large scale
rec use survey. Objectives associated with goals:
1. Determine travel distances, activity location on or near the water (is it located within an HREP,
determine habitat type, ect), user frequency of recreation, ect
2. Determine species targeted by season, time, method, location; Determine size distribution, ect
3. General, clerk observation or voluntary section to online survey with more detailed questions
4. Determine approx. trip expenditure, determine economic value of HREPs, pool wide, geographic
region, longitudinally throughout the basin

5. User awareness of HREPs/WLM, satisfaction with river access; technology use, ect
6. We’ve considered dropping this one, because of programs already in place, or this could be localized,
depending on if a program exists in a particular region or not. Objs such as: Determine frequency of
user mitigation efforts, awareness of species and mitigation methods
Something to note, is we would only like to ask 5-6 core in person questions in person to a river user. The
rest of these questions could be asked in an online survey that we could advertise broadly through social
media/geofencing, ect. MN said they had an overwhelming response when they did this with an online
survey. Since we were able to accomplish this, we decided to end our monthly meetings we had been having
the past year and start involving the other tech sessions. I presented at the OREIT tech session meeting in
Sept. They were pleased to see these goals and objectives and that they already incorporated river users
beyond fishermen. I did reach out the smaller group within OREIT to edit or expand upon the objectives the
creel committee established, and am waiting on their responses. But I do think we are in a really good place
and I plan to reach out to WTS at their fall meeting and LE to ask for their input. As far has funding
logistics, I know Neal has been working hard and chatting with some folks on how we could organize this.
Neal did you want to speak to that some?
Neal: UMRCC limited capacity. Talk to university folks, on how to get it done otherwise. Can we lead this
charge for someone else to apply for the funding in collaboration with us. So we are not the manager.
Exploring those ideas.
Nick: Some of the info we want to collect would be in one time online survey. One advantage is dependent
on software cost. Relatively low cost. Could be pursued outside of a standard creel. Something to consider.
We don’t have to wait for a massive creel grant. MN did this in advance of reg changes. Public perception.
Neal: Similar comment. Build a plan. That effort has been put in. How do we implement this thing? What
can we break off little chunks?
• Agencies Annual Field Activities on the UMR
If you remember I had been gathering annual field activities from the agencies to store in a single
document. That has been drafted. I think my original plan was to put that on that website but with all the
website transitions happening I think I am going to hold off and I’ll just send a fish tech wide email with
that document. I’ll send that out to the state reps one last time for review and then I’ll send to everyone. Be
looking for that in the near future.
10:40 Agency Updates **Representatives, please send updates to Rebekah.Anderson@illinois.gov
•

Minnesota (See attached)
Nick Schlesser: COVID; still work from home until Jan 1.
Starting to send folks to in person meetings. Some folks are still interested in remote meetings.
Staffing: Hiring working through a backlog of positions. Lake City: Megan Moore left LTRM team lead.
Eric Lund is acting team lead. Hiring underway. Thinks the posting is closed. Only team lead tasks. Dan
D. retired. UMR habitat coordinator-Neil Rude. River sampling at a reduced level. COVID isn’t
helping. Research: John H left. That position is in the process of being filled. More river focused
aspects. Field work: Neil Rude Flathead catfish assessments. One year remaining before a complete
assay of age data in MN pools. Relatively current age data across all pools. Reno Bottoms HREP.
Monitoring large year class of common carp. 2021 Lake Pepin hatch. Otoliths from a few of those fish.
Grown dramatically. High growth in Pepin. Backwater monitoring. Low water levels questionable.
Information large lakes sampling. Nearly complete sampling schedule due to COVID restriction lift.
Low water has prevented access to some sites. 1300 aging structures. 1064 from gill nets. Early Jan
results. Gill net-Sauger numbers up, 3rd quartile. YWPH record. 25% increase over previous record
than last year, which was 30% over that. Steep growth. Maintained high level. Continue to go up. Even

•

•
•

•
•

•

for larger perch. Low water. Large year class of common carp observed. Carp the size of a football. 1012 inches. MUM in Pool 8. So far haven’t captured any invasive carp. Fish they were tracking
disappeared.
Nick Schlesser from the chat:24 gillnets with 105 Common Carp from 5"-13.4" (I think these are all
YOY, but will be following up with some otoliths as I mentioned) mean length was 9.8" Most fish were
8-12"
Wisconsin
Jeff Janvrin: Technician retired. Sampling in LaCrosse has decreased because of this. USACE
employees have helped out. MUM. Prairie Du Chen sampling. EF runs monitoring in all habitat types.
Adult walleye and sauger. Changes in CPUE in previous years. YOY walleye and sauger since the 1980s
continues. MC water temps need to fall for several days in a row below 10 degrees C below the dams.
Aging otoliths from Pool 8. Photographed and aged. Potential update at the Spring Meeting. HREP
updates. Big Lake planning starts in Nov for that habitat project.
Lori Tate: Fish Management Chief. Out on river with MUM. Did see some today that got out over the
seine. From a statewide perspective finally hiring. Ranking for 10 biologist positions. Looking forward
to in person meetings. Streams and Rivers specialist. Brad in the central office. Transferring central
database in house. Continuing to collect samples on Miss R (French Island area most recently) for
PFAS analysis
Iowa (See attached)
Scott Gritters: Large year class of common carp observed. A lot of reports of Asian carp seen in the
Spring.
Illinois
Rebekah Anderson: Currently not allowed to attend in person out of state meetings. Hopeful that will
change before Spring. We are encouraged to attend remotely if that option is available.
Sara Tripp joined our river team in June as our commercial fishing biologist. She came to us from MO.
And we’re happy to have her aboard.
PFAS sampling-A few locations on the Miss,Pool 14 and Matt had a few sites in his jurisdiction.
Extensive PFAS sampling on the Rock River in the next couple weeks.
Matt O’Hara and I have expanded upon the historic fixed site sampling in our jurisdictions to include
stratified random sampling using LTRM protocols. Still have fixed locations in historic areas, but
adding to them. This was an exploratory project for us. It will be interesting to analyze the data this
winter, but I think it went really well so we are planning on incorporating more of that in our fish
monitoring. I also added a tailwater sportfish sampling event which I did the week before last, and that
went well. I was able to go night shocking with IA DNR collecting walleye and sauger earlier this week,
and think next year I would like to incorporate night shocking, potentially collaborating with IA,
sampling the pools they do not monitor.
Missouri (Travis Moore)
MO changed Paddlefish Regs
Fish and Wildlife Service
LaCrosse Office (See attached)
Neal Jackson: New chair for OREIT. Janine taking over that roll. Mike Flaspoler is retiring today.
Midwest symposium-AC. Andrea Fritts lead. Research and management. COVID- DOI. Future of work.
Effort to move back to normal-starting in January federal agencies will move back to offices.
Encouraging news.
USACE
o STL(none)
o St. Paul
Dave Potter: Staffing – no changes within Environmental Planning or Compliance.
MVP staff may be able to assist with fish surveys on HREPs, depending on funding and availability.
Marsh Lake is a 5,000 acre shallow lake in western MN (part of the MN river system). We constructed a
restoration project there around 2017 which included a drawdown structure and reconnecting the
Pomme de Terre River to its historic channel. We are in the 2nd year of a pool-wide growing season

drawdown. We observed phenomenal emergent vegetation response. We will bring the pool back up over
winter. We anticipate there may be fish kill due to decomposing vegetation. MNDNR is planning to some
fish surveys next year (as well as EMERVEG and SAV). Restoring fish connectivity at PdT river - hoping
that we can also assess mussel re-colonization next year or the year after. Per or Monitoring/Adaptive
Management Plan.
Gull Lake – is a Planning Assistance to States project. We completed one year of the study with MNDNR
and Iowa State. We hope to track 200 walleye over a 4-year study. Looking at fish movements within
Gull Lake and downstream. We are using VEMCO tags and receivers placed around the lake.

o Rock Island
Joe Jordan: Supervisor temp. A lot happening, with a lot more happening infrastructure bill.
Ongoing projects. UMR. Anticipate hiring more people. UMRCC more coordination and
involvement on planning. Appreciate patience. This summer St. Paul collaborated with states
mussel Edna. 400 water samples. Sampling from 2020 had a spectaclecase Edna hit. WI and MN
found a spectaclecase specimen on a wing dam.
Collin Moratz: AC update. Kevin Irons, Brian S. Illinois Waterway. Advancing carp deterrent.
Longitudinally bubbler in lock approach at Brandon Rd. Test in Peoria lock approach with
young invasive carp. Start next year with all agencies involved.
•
•

USGS (none)
Other Updates?
Lynn Waterhouse, Co-op at University of MN, new to UMRCC. Taking on Grad students.

11:30 Adjourn

State Reports

UMRR Fall Fish Tech meeting: Iowa DNR report.
Covid: Can do in person meetings, can work hybrid. Mostly back to normal
Staffing: Mel Bowler retired, Travis Kueter replaced him, Kyle Bales bailed to Corps, Seth Fopma replaced Kyle
as Veg specialist, Ashley Johnson WQ lead
Small Common Carp: Yes, high numbers, especially on Pool 9 OW sampling, seen some in Pool 11 tailwater
sampling
Asian Carps: Lots of reports this spring, when lower water levels seemed to have less reports and nonrecently 6-8 inches
Bellevue Management (Scott Gritters): Conducted the Mussel Blitz this year the week of August 16th. Here
is the summary: In 2021, we sampled three River systems (Cedar, Shell Rock and Winnebago), for those that
are involved with Blitz events dating back to 2005, these are the most bio-diverse systems we have seen in
Iowa. In this survey, over 4,100 mussels of 20 species were collected including some of the rarest critters we
have in Iowa. The 2021 catch rate was around 0.6 mussels per minute or ~35 mussels per search hour. The
lowest catch rate was on the Otranto Dam removal section and the highest catch rate was at Greene on the
Shell Rock System. In 2021, we averaged 7.2 species at the 27 sites surveyed, with the highest species count
(14) coming out of the one Winnebago site sampled. The team collected 16 species out of the Shell Rock and
18 species out of the Cedar River. These are outstanding species numbers considering we have whole river
systems such as the Maquoketa River where we can only find five species living.
Other activities included permitting approximately 75 fishing tournament applications (200 River wide); we
had a settlement reached on last year’s large fish and mussel kill in Bee Branch Detention basin in Dubuque.
Busy year with all the Sovereign Lands permits probably due to a long stretch of low water. Activities

continuing on the I74 Bridge as the project moves toward removal of the old Bridge spans. Interstate 80
permit activities are intensifying as we move closer to a future replacement of that bridge. Clinton RR span
replacement appears on hold for now. Lots of permit activities around power lines that will be running down
the rail lines and crossing the river potentially in Sabula, Iowa. Replacing a few boat ramps in the district, most
notably the popular Bellevue City Boat ramp. Presently we are building a universally accessible loading
platform at the City of Bellevue Ramp. Fall surveys will continue to frozen conditions as plan on Electrofishing
surveys of Sunfish 12, Tippy’s and Stone Lakes in Pool 12, Middle Sabula Lake in Pool 13 and Beaver Island
HREP in Pool 14. Lots of complaints with low water year and backing off of boat ramps.
A-Team chairperson- meeting next week November 3rd in morning, Flowering Rush discussion, status and
trends report, invertebrate sampling discussion, Science meeting, as well as usual updates
Bellevue LTRMP Travis Kueter and Dave Bierman: Finished up all allocations of fisheries monitoring at
Bellevue LTRM station despite the challenges of year-long low water conditions. Helped Bellevue Research
with HREP sampling at Steamboat Island.
Completed day EF segment of the Pool 12 Overwintering HREP evaluation in October. Helped Bellevue
Research with NEF in Pool 11&13 tailwater zone for walleye/sauger this week. Will be doing the netting
segment of the Pool 12 Overwintering HREP evaluation next week.
The LRTM crew in Bellevue completed its 2021 fish sampling on Tuesday. We had a good year with minimal
troubles. We collected about 40,000 fish this year. We haven't dug into the data yet but it seemed like the
yellow perch, white bass, and freshwater drum had a good reproductive year. Minnows were plentiful this
year. Couple interesting species collected were a Western Sand darter and Pallid shiners.
Guttenberg Fish Management (Karen Osterkamp and Kevin Hanson): Conway is finishing up with seeding to
take place. McGregor is wrapping up for the season (site visit Tuesday). Harpers Slough HREP repairs complete
with seeding scheduled. Reno Bottoms is also on the planning docket. Lower Pool 10 out for public comment;
planning continues. Guttenberg mgmt station completed out pool day electrofishing September 15 and
moved into fall overwintering surveys on Pool 9.
Coordinated two days with WI DNR. Pool 9 surveys taking a look at post project habitat utilization for Conway
HREP. Lansing Village Creek boat ramp dredging is currently happening and contractors will be working 7 days
a week until done. Heytman's Landing will be next year. Dubuque CCB completed the dredging out of
Findley’s Landing in Lower Pool 11 as well. Assisting with research walleye/sauger night electrofishing this
week. More OW surveys for Pools 10 and 11 planned in the following weeks weather permitting. Kevin will
start mudpuppy sampling again this fall and maybe next spring.
Bellevue Research (Ryan Hupfeld and Gene Jones): Completed walleye wingdam sampling in Pool 11 and
13. Completed Fall EF for Walleye in Pools 11, 13, and 16. Completed HREP sampling in Green Island,
Steamboat Island, and Albany Island. Completed larval drift sampling for Shovelnose Sturgeon evaluating flow
pulses on reproduction and caught 4 larval sturgeon (waiting for genetic ID to confirm). All captured on the
descending limb of an experimental flow pulse out of Red Rock Dam. Planning Midwest FW conference to be
held in Des Moines on February 13-16 2022. Captured and tagged over 1000 Shovelnose Sturgeon on the
Cedar River again. Processing Shovelnose Sturgeon from the Cedar River for bomb radiocarbon
analysis. Completed trammel netting in Pool 13 and 18 for Shovelnose Sturgeon. Finally completed the
Yellow Perch tracking study on Pool 9 and wrote up a completion report.
Fairport Fish Management (Andy Fowler and Adam Thiese):

UMRBA's Interstate Water Quality Monitoring Pilot for Reach 8-9. Worked with Illinois and Missouri on field
sampling this year. Field sampling included fish assemblage, water quality, macroinvertebrates, and fish
contaminants. Fairport Fish Management worked on collecting data from Reach 8 which extends from the
mouth of the Iowa River in Pool 18 to just above the Des Moines River in Pool 20. There were 15 sites in reach

8. Water quality samples were collected at each site once a month in July, August, and September.
Macroinvertebrates were sampled at each of the 15 locations with hester dendy samplers. Each of the 15 sites
had five 200 meter subsites that were sampled with electrofishing to look at the fish assemblage. Fish
assemblage sampling took place in August and September. Ten common carp and ten largemouth bass were
collected throughout the reach for fish contaminant analysis. Currently in the process of entering data.
Other projects include Pool 16 random electrofishing, Pool 16 random hoop netting, trammel netting
shovelnose sturgeon in Pool 18, Huron Island random sampling, and night electrofishing for walleye and
saugers in Pool 16. Spines from channel catfish and flathead catfish were collected from Pool 16 sampling and
the Reach 8-9 sampling in Pools 18-19. White bass are also being sampled during the night electrofishing in
Pool 16. Otoliths from white bass are being collected for aging. We are planning on fall sampling in Huron
Island.

MN Update
COVID:
MN DNR is officially still primarily work from home until at least Jan 1, 2022.
Staffing:
The last few years have seen quite a bit of job turnover within the MN DNR as it has with many other
companies and agencies. Within our agency we are hiring again and working through a backlog of open
positions that have led to many work out of class assignments and associated shuffling over the last few years.
In the Lake City Office:
• Megan Moore left the LTRM team lead position for a promotion. Eric Lund (veg specialist) is currently
the acting team leader and the hiring process for the permanent replacement is currently underway.
This new hire will only be responsible for team lead tasks. We are in the process of trying to develop a
river coordinator position to take over the portion of Megan’s former duties focused on coordination.
This is in the early stages and critical duties have been distributed to other staff.
• Dan Dieterman retired in 2020 from the Mississippi River Habitat Coordinator position and since then
Neil Rude has been in a work out of class position covering those duties.
• Neil Rude was our assistant area supervisor until he took the work out of class position backfilling
behind Dan. Since then, our assistant area supervisor has been vacant though a reduced level of the
river sampling associated with that position has continued through the hard work of Neil and help of
other office staff.
• John Hoxmeier left his research position in Lake City for a promotion, and his position is in the process
of being filled. As part of that process the position description was rewritten to include more river
focused aspects and we look forward to a fruitful working relationship with the candidate who gets the
job.
River Field Work:
Neil Rude has 1 year of Flathead Catfish aging remaining before we will have a complete assay of the pools
sampled by the MN DNR.
Work continues on the Reno Bottoms HREP, and various other habitat projects that have been in the works for
the past few years.
We are monitoring a large year class of Common Carp from 2021 in Lake Pepin/Pool 4. I will hopefully confirm
with some otolith ages from the gill nets, but growth has been dramatic this summer.

Backwater monitoring will hopefully start in a few weeks, but boat access to some areas is questionable due to
low water levels.
Large Lake Sampling (Lake Pepin):
Able to get a nearly complete sampling schedule completed due to the lifting of some COVID restrictions on
boat occupancy. Low water hampered some efforts (seining and electrofishing) but the remaining gears were
fully deployed.
Collected ~1300 aging structures (1064 from GNs) for aging over the winter.
Gill net results:
Near record Walleye catch (resulting from several strong year classes in a row) and improved Sauger catch
from 2020:
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New record Yellow Perch (above) and Yellow Perch >10” (below) catches:
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Lowest water levels encountered in quite a few years, but a timely peak in the hydrograph in mid April likely
contributed to what seems to be an average year class of Walleye and Sauger based on preliminary data.
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USFWS La Crosse FWCO Fall FTS Update
Invasive Carp Sampling Summer/Fall 2021
• Physical sampling conducted in pools 18-20 to evaluate invasive carp populations, compare gears, and
inform hydroacoustics surveys
• LTRM style EF performed by IL Natural History Survey in MCB, SC, and BW habitats Pool 18-20
– No invasive carp collected
• Modified electrofishing and electrified dozer trawl sampling by USFWS
– Dozer trawl collected invasive carp above and below LD19
– Modified EF collected invasive carp but only downstream of LD19
Hydroacoustics
• Spring pre/post hydroacoustic evaluations of removal events in the IMZ
– Commercial catch length-weight data collected
– Opportunity to validate hydroacoustics estimates
• Fall pool-wide surveys across multiple habitats of pools 18-20 of the UMR
– Over 300 miles surveyed
– Data processing on-going
• Spring and Fall pool 8 MUM surveys
– Spring surveys provided density estimates of sites pre-MUM
– Fall surveys paired with by-catch processing to evaluate hydroacoustic estimates in Pool 8
Telemetry

•
•
•
•

USFWS receivers deployed in 5A-13 and in the Wisconsin River in June
– Maintained 4 real-time receivers in Pools 16-18 in support of contracted removals
INHS deployed receivers in Pools 14-19
Lent tagging support to USGS, states for two tagging events associated with Lock and Dam 19
deterrence evaluation study
Plans to tag 200-300 additional invasive carp in UMR during FY22

Round Goby Sampling
• One week of bottom trawling in Pool 26 and open river in August 2021
– MDC conducted additional trawling in open river with no captures
• 1 round goby captured at Alton
– Location consistent with previous captures in 2019
• Encountered many YOY Silver and Bighead Carp

eDNA
1. Pools 13 & 14 eDNA
a. Completed spring sampling in Pools 13 and 14 for the first time since 2018
i. Noticeably higher percentage of positive detections in April 2021 than previous 3 years
of fall events
ii. Possibly reflective of increase in observations of Silver Carp in several pools above LD
14.
b. Fall sampling of Pools 13 and 14 was completed in October
i. Results will be forthcoming pending genetic analysis

2. Pool 8 eDNA
a. Pre-MUM sampling in March and October
b. Additional event for method comparison study with UMESC in July
c. In March, positive detections matched closely with observed and captured invasive carp during
MUM at all 5 sites
i. Bluff slough (southernmost) site had the most detections and the most IC captures
during MUM
ii. French slough site had no detections and no IC were observed during MUM
d. Results for pre-MUM sampling in October will be forthcoming

There were a few additions and changes to the UMRACT group since our last meeting. Brian Schoenung is now the representative for the ILDNR,
Grace Loppnow has replaced Nick Frohnauer with the MNDNR, and Joe McMullen has replaced Sara Tripp with the MDC.
The grants have been processed and the money is available for the four projects conducted within the UMR during FY21. We received a slight
increase in funding ($210,796) due to reduced request amounts in some of the other sub-basins. There were also three other projects that were
proposed and supported by internal federal funds. The FY21 workplans will be posted on the MICRA website soon.

FY21 Funded Projects – Upper Mississippi River Basin
Project Title
1. Early Detection of Invasive
carp on the invasion front in the
Upper Mississippi River

FWS Invasive

Recipient

Recipient State/Agency/University
Iowa State University, Iowa

$100,000

$0

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources

$312,000

$45,000

$412,000
$130,000

$45,000
$0

$20,000
$80,000
$230,000

$0
$0
$0

$788,796
$180,000

$156,600
$45,000

Project Total

$968,796

$201,600

Project Total

$100,000
$0
$100,000

$0
$35,000
$35,000

Project Total
Iowa State University, Iowa
2. Evaluation of controls on
density and behaviors of Asian
carp in the lower UMR
Illinois Department of Natural Resources
Missouri Department of Conservation
Project Total
3. Contract Fishing for Asian
Carp Detection and Removal
4. Evaluation of fish passage for
assessment of Asian Carp
deterrents at locks in the Upper
Mississippi River

Illinois Department of Natural Resources
Missouri Department of Conservation
Illinois Department of Natural Resources
Missouri Department of Conservation

BASIN TOTAL
$1,710,796
$281,600
In FY22, the funded amount for UMRACT projects is $1.5 Million.
• Six projects have been proposed and ranked for funding FY22. (see below)
• We are still waiting for all sub-basins to put forth their requests. Once we have all of the requests, the funding requests will be discussed and
coordinators will work with partners to discuss any needed funding cuts.
• Full project proposals are due to me on Nov 15th.
• Three additional projects were proposed by federal agencies that would be funded through internal funds only.

•

For more information you can find all work plans and reports on the MICRA website.

Agency
USGS
FWS

Project Title
Evaluation of fish passage for assessment of Asian carp deterrents at locks in the UMR
Evaluation of controls on density and behaviors of Asian carp in the UMR
Feasibility Study for Developing a Unified Data Management Strategy for UMR Invasive Carp Projects,
FWS
Phase 2
MNDNR
Larval fish sampling in the presence front and at the invasion front in the Upper Mississippi River
ILDNR
Contract Fishing for Invasive Carp Detection and Removal
USGS
Carp Genetics - NEW
MNDNR
Detection of and response to invasive carp in the presence front and at the invasion front in the UMR
IADNR
Retrospective assessment of Asian Carp recruitment above LD19 - NEW
FWS/USGS eDNA Monitoring in the Upper Mississippi River Basin

